INNOVATIVE, PROFESSIONAL, COMPLETE

INTEGRATION SERVICES
The Challenge of Video
Video provides the most powerful, life-like

Second, it requires management and

communication experience because it produces

governance to control its resource consumption

the effect of actually being there. The meaning

and to maintain its integrity as an IT application.

is conveyed, the topic is understood and more
gets done.

An IT-centric approach for installing,
integrating, and deploying video is required to

Dramatic progress in networking and video

enable its full potential to be realized.

technology has driven the development of
scores of video-enabled devices. Video
communications has grown from a dedicated
conference room application to a pervasive
component of every desktop, tablet, and smart
phone. All of these applications can now be
fully integrated – unified – with core IT
applications for telephony, e-mail and presence.
Users now expect to use any device to
communicate, with anyone, in any

Yorktel Integration Services
Yorktel has developed industry-leading
expertise managing some of the world’s largest
business and government agency video
networks. In the course of designing and
building tens of thousands of video solutions,
the company has developed hands-on
knowledge of the true capabilities of
technology and products.

organization, anywhere in the world.
Yorktel selects, integrates and deploys IT-ready
This presents a major concern to corporate and
government IT groups who have the task of
meeting users’ expectations while managing

video systems using best-in-class technology
from leading vendors that are ideally suited to
meet your requirements now, and as they grow.

costs and adhering to policies for service levels
and security.

Complete Video Conferencing Solutions
Yorktel’s Video Conferencing Solutions Service

Video poses two challenges: first, it requires
network configuration and bandwidth to
provide a quality experience and the right
infrastructure to connect to other endpoints.

is ideal for clients who require a complete
upgrade of existing video capabilities to a fully

enabled video conferencing and unified

Yorktel UC Integration Services provide the

communications environment, which supports

expertise to enable enterprise wide Unified

applications including:

Communications:

•

Fully immersive Telepresence

•

High-definition video conference

various communications devices for

rooms

integration, desired user interaction

Unified Communications platform

and system management

•

integration

•

•

Network assessment to identify

Network models to verify feasibility of

•

Mobile video applications

integration and integrity of

•

Cloud and On-Premise infrastructure

deployment

deployment
•

•

conferencing systems in enterprise UC

Advanced collaboration tools including

directories

smart-boards, tablets, projection
environments
•
•

•

Functionality testing to ensure video is
optimized in the environment

Integration with video infrastructure
and Yorktel hosted video infrastructure

Integration and registration of video

•

Integration of legacy and currently
installed video conferencing

Video network evaluation and upgrade

equipment
Standardized and Custom Offerings
Yorktel offers standardized fixed and mobile

Yorktel

video solutions with best-in-class functionality,

With over 25 years of experience managing

and rapid delivery, installation and deployment.

some of the world’s largest video networks,
Yorktel has the experience to make your video

Our Custom Solutions enable us to tailor the

network work.

video solution to your exact needs – matching
the usage requirements for rooms, users and

Yorktel serves customers on a global basis to

applications of all types.

provide consistently high quality, reliability and
uninterrupted availability for video

Unified Communications Integration Services

communications. Contact us today to make

As many organizations today are seeking to

video work – for you.

enable integrated communications, they
require the seamless integration of video
conferencing systems and applications into
the broader Unified Communications (UC)
environment.
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